The PowerPoint template produces a 46”x46” presentation poster with the appropriate format for the ASCE Earth and Space 2014 Conference. Please use it as described below to produce a single-sheet poster.

1. **Font sizes:** Text must be large enough to be read easily by someone standing 3 meters away.

   - Title: 106-132 points
   - Authors: 80-90 points
   - Affiliations: 60-80 points
   - Section Headings: 90 points
   - Section Text: 25-35 points
   - Figure/Image Captions: 25-35 points
   - References Cited: 18-20 points

2. **Fonts:** Use a black font. Serif fonts such as Times New Roman are more readable than sans serif fonts like Arial. Avoid all-capital text. Use the same font throughout for text; a different but coordinated font can be used for captions and notes.

3. **Images:** Pertinent details must be legible to someone standing 10 feet away. Avoid distortion of images (see figures below).

   Also ensure that images have sufficient resolution (see figures below). Zoom in to 100% to check this.

4. **Be sure all words are spelled correctly, and that grammar and punctuation are correct.**